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The polar coordinate system
Figure 1.61 shows the polar coordinate system, which consists of con-
centric circles at different distances from the origin (also called the
pole), and radial lines extending from the origin in all directions. We
can specify the location of any point in the plane using the polar co-
ordinates r=q, where r measures the point’s distance from the origin,
and q describes the angle measured in the counterclockwise direc-
tion starting from the r-axis. For example, the point Q “ 2=60˝ is
located at the distance of r “ 2 units form the origin, in the direction
q “ 60˝.
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Figure 1.61: We can use the polar coordinate system to describe points in
the two-dimensional plane. The polar coordinates r=q describe the point
located at the distance r from the origin in the direction q.

Compare the polar coordinate system shown in Figure 1.61 with
the Cartesian coordinate system in Figure 1.18. In the Cartesian coor-
dinate system, we interpret the coordinate pair px, yq as the instruc-
tions “Walk a distance of x units in the direction of the x-axis, and
a distance of y units in the direction of the y-axis.” In a polar coor-
dinate system, we interpret the coordinates r=q as the instructions
“Turn toward the direction q and walk a distance of r units in that
direction.” Both types of coordinates give instructions for getting
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to a particular point in the plane, with Cartesian coordinates giving
the instructions in the form of two distances, while polar coordinates
give the instructions in the form of a distance and a direction.

A Cartesian coordinate pair px, yq is made of x and y coordinates,
while a polar coordinate pair r=q is made of r and q coordinates.
In this book, we use the angle symbol = (read “at an angle of”) to
separate the polar coordinates r and q, in order to emphasize the dif-
ference between Cartesian and polar coordinates. However, some
other books use the notation pr, qq for polar coordinates, so you have
to watch out—the coordinate pair p20, 30q could be either a px, yq co-
ordinate pair or a pr, qq coordinate pair, depending on the context.

Note the polar coordinates that describe a given point are not
unique, meaning the same point can be described in multiple ways.
The point Q “ 2=60˝ is equally described by the polar coordinates
2= ´ 300˝, since a clockwise turn of 300˝ is the same as a counter-
clockwise turn of 60˝. We can also describe the same point Q us-
ing the polar coordinates ´2=240˝ and ´2= ´ 120˝, which tell us to
turn in the direction opposite to 60˝ and measure a negative distance
r “ ´2. While all of these polar coordinates for Q are equivalent, the
preferred way to specify polar coordinates is with positive r values
and angles |q| § 180˝.

Converting between Cartesian and polar coordinates

Figure 1.62 shows a point whose location is described both in terms
of Cartesian coordinates px, yq and polar coordinates r=q. The trian-
gle formed by the coordinates p0, 0q, px, 0q, and px, yq is a right-angle
triangle. This means we can apply our knowledge of the trigono-
metric functions sin, cos, and tan to obtain formulas for converting
between Cartesian coordinates px, yq and polar coordinates r=q.
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Figure 1.62: Polar coordinates r=q can describe any point px, yq.

To convert from polar coordinates r=q to px, yq coordinates, we
use the definitions of the trigonometric functions cos q “

adj
hyp “

x
r

and sin q “
opp
hyp “

y
r to obtain the formulas:

x “ r cos q and y “ r sin q.
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For example, the Cartesian coordinates of the point Q “ 2=60˝ are
given by Q “ px, yq “ p2 cos 60˝, 2 sin 60˝

q “ p1,
?

3q.
To convert from px, yq coordinates to r=q coordinates, we can use

the circle equation x2
` y2

“ r2 and the definition of the tangent func-
tion tan q “

opp
adj “

y
x , then solve for r and q to obtain the formulas:

r “

b
x2 ` y2 and q “

$
’’&

’’%

tan´1` y
x

˘
if x ° 0,

180˝
` tan´1` y

x
˘

if x † 0,
90˝ if x “ 0 and y ° 0,
´90˝ if x “ 0 and y † 0.

Finding the angle q is a little tricky. We must use a different formula
for computing q depending on where the point is located, and there
are four different cases to consider. The basic idea is to use the in-
verse tangent function tan´1, which is also called arctan, or atan on
computer systems. By convention, the function tan´1 returns values
between ´90˝ (´ p

2 rad) and 90˝ ( p
2 rad), which correspond to points

with positive x-coordinates. If the x-coordinate of the point is nega-
tive, we must add 180˝ (p rad) to the output of the inverse-tangent
calculation to obtain the correct angle. When x “ 0 we can’t compute
the fraction y

x because we cannot divide by zero, so we must handle
the cases with x “ 0 separately as described in the above equation.

If you have access to a computer algebra system, the easiest way
to calculate the angle q for the point px, yq is to use the two-input
inverse tangent function atan2(y,x). The function atan2 is the best
way to compute the angle since it handles all four cases of converting
Cartesian coordinates to polar coordinates automatically and always
gives the correct angle. You can try some calculations with atan2
using the computer algebra system at https://live.sympy.org.

For example, consider the point P with Cartesian coordinates
p´3, 2q shown in Figure 1.18 (page 52). To find the polar coordi-
nates of this point we first calculate the distance from the centre,
r “

a
p´3q2 ` 22 “

?

13 « 3.61. To find the angle q we note that
the x-coordinate of P is negative, so the angle q we’re looking for is
given by the formula q “ 180˝

` tan´1` 2
´3

˘
“ 146.31˝. The angle of

the point P “ p´3, 2q can also be obtained from atan2(2,-3). The
polar coordinates of the point P are 3.61=146.31˝ (see Figure 1.61).

Equations in polar coordinates

Equations in polar coordinates serve to describe relations between
the variables r and q. For example, the equation of a circle with ra-
dius 2 in polar coordinates is simply r “ 2. If we substitute r “a

x2 ` y2 and square both sides of the equation, we obtain the equa-
tion x2

` y2
“ 22 that we saw in the beginning of this section.

https://live.sympy.org
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We can use the substitutions x “ r cos q and y “ r sin q to convert
equations from Cartesian coordinates x and y to polar coordinates r
and q. Consider the equation 2x ´ y “ 3, which describes the line
shown in Figure 1.29 on page 70. We can rewrite this equation in
polar coordinates as 2r cos q ´ r sin q “ 3, which is a relation between
the polar coordinates r and q.

As you can tell from these examples, polar coordinates are very
convenient when dealing with circles, and less so when working
with lines. Indeed, describing a circle in polar coordinates is as
simple as r “ 2, while in Cartesian coordinates we had to use the
complicated-looking functions ft and fb (see page 106). The situation
is the opposite for lines: the equation of a line in Cartesian coordi-
nates is simple, 2x ´ y “ 3, while in polar coordinates the same line
is described by a tangled mess involving sin and cos functions.

Functions in polar coordinates

A function in polar coordinates is denoted rpqq and describes how
the distance r varies as a function of the angle q.

For example, a circle with radius 2 is described by the function
rpqq “ 2 in polar coordinates, as illustrated in Figure 1.63 (a). The
circle is described by a constant function in polar coordinates, since
the points in all directions have the same distance from the centre.

As another example, we can transform the equation of the line
2x ´ y “ 3 to polar coordinates to obtain 2r cos q ´ r sin q “ 3, then
isolate r to obtain the function

rpqq “
3

2 cos q ´ sin q
,

which describes the distance from the origin for different angles q.
For example, when q “ 0, we find rp0q “

3
2 cos 0´sin 0 “ 1.5, so we can

plot the polar coordinates 1.5=0˝ on the function’s graph.
The polar coordinates graph of the function rpqq corresponds to

all points with polar coordinates rpqq=q, for all possible values of q.
This is analogous to how we obtain the graph of the function f pxq in
Cartesian coordinates by plotting the points px, f pxqq, for all possible
values of the input variable x. Figure 1.63 shows the graphs of the
two functions discussed here.

If you ever need to graph a function rpqq by hand, you can com-
pute the value of the function for several angles like q “ ´90˝,
q “ 0˝, q “ 90˝, then plot these points in the polar coordinate system.
For example, to graph the function rpqq “

3
2 cos q´sin q , we can com-

pute rp´90˝
q “

3
2 cosp´90˝q´sinp´90˝q

“ 3, which gives us the point
3=´90˝ on the graph. We can similarly compute rp0˝

q “ 1.5 and
rp30˝

q “ 2.43, which gives us the points 1.5=0˝ and 2.43=30˝.
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Figure 1.63: The graphs of functions in polar coordinates are obtained by
computing the distance rpqq in all directions q varying from 0˝ to 360˝.

Figure 1.64 shows the polar coordinates graphs of three other in-
teresting functions. Look at the points r=q indicated in each graph
and check that they satisfy the corresponding function rpqq.
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Figure 1.64: The graphs of three functions in polar coordinates: (a) a circle,
(b) a three-petalled rose, and (c) an Archimedean spiral.

Discussion
The polar coordinate system is an alternative way of describing
points in space using polar coordinates r=q instead of the usual
Cartesian coordinates px, yq. See the concept map in Figure 1.65.
Your knowledge and experience with the trigonometric functions
sin, cos, and tan is what allows you to convert between Cartesian
and polar coordinates.

The formulas for converting between Cartesian coordinates px, yq
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Figure 1.65: Cartesian coordinates px, yq and polar coordinates r=q are two
equivalent systems for representing points, equations, and functions.

and polar coordinates r=q covered in this section are important,
and you should consider them “required material.” I expect you to
become totally fluent with these formulas now, because we’ll need
them later in the book when we learn about vectors (Section 3.2) and
complex numbers (Section 3.5).

In contrast, the three next sections are not “required material.”
We’ll now switch gears to “entertainment mode” and learn about
three bonus geometry topics: ellipses, parabolas, and hyperbolas. I
want you to know about these shapes, but I don’t expect you to be
fluent with all the definitions and equations. You can take it easy for
the next three sections because none of the material will be “on the
exam.” You deserve a break after all the polar coordinates formulas!

Exercises
E1.31 Convert the given points from Cartesian to polar coordinates:

a) p3, 1q b) p´1, ´2q c) p0, ´6q

Convert the points from polar to Cartesian coordinates:

d) 10=30˝ e) 10=´345˝ f) 10=120˝

E1.32 Draw the graph of the function rpqq “
2

sin q in polar coordinates
for q varying from 0 to 180˝. What is the equivalent description of
this function in Cartesian coordinates?


